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YOU MA� ER TO ME!
UNLE�  YOU MULTIPLY 

YOURSELF BY THE SP� D 
OF LIGHT SQUARED... THEN 

YOU ENERGY TO ME!
EITHER WAY, THERE IS NO 
TIME TO GET EMOTIONAL... 

INITIATE PLA� ING 
MODE... 
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            Chapter    

 1  STUDYING 
FOR SUCCESS     

      Before you start studying for your QCE Physics exams, it’s important to set 
yourself up for success. That’s exactly what this chapter is designed to do, so 
thanks for stopping by!  

  As soon as it’s time to start studying for the external assessment, we recommend 
that you work through this whole chapter before doing anything else! You might 
do this at the start of the school year or at the start of your exam study period, 
but whatever you do, don’t skip this chapter; it contains a lot of really important 
information and tips that might just give you the edge you’re looking for.              

Your THIRST for 
knowledge is crystal 
clear! Complete this 

chapter to unlock your 
first knowledge crystal.

G� D LUCK!
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  In this section, we will:
• provide a brief overview of how the QCE Physics Units 3 & 4 course 

is structured
• list all of the concepts and topics that you will need to learn and 

understand
• explain how you will be assessed.    

  Overview of QCE Physics 
Units 3 & 4                1.1  

  Study tip  

  The notional hours shown in Table 1 are provided by the QCAA to help teachers with their 
planning, and to give them an estimate of how long to spend teaching the subject matter in each 
topic.  

  Notional hours can be a handy way to help you to structure and allocate your revision and 
preparation time for the external assessment because – as a general rule – there are likely to be 
more questions on subject matter with higher notional hours.   

  Study tip  

  The Physics General Senior Syllabus sets out all of the information you are expected to learn and 
also provides important information on how you will be assessed.  

  In this chapter, we have summarised all of the key information relating to external assessment 
you need to know, but the QCAA may update the syllabus from time to time, so it’s important 
that you make sure you are using the most current version!  

  Make sure you visit the QCAA website and download a copy of the Physics General Senior 
Syllabus and read it carefully before you sit your external assessment. To save you time, we’ve also 
included a link to it on your  o book  a ssess!   

  Understanding the QCE Physics 
Units 3 & 4 course structure  
  The Physics General Senior Syllabus is the most important document 
supporting the QCE Physics course. It sets out all the content – known 
as subject matter – that you will be expected to learn, and provides 
important information about how you will be assessed.  

  QCE Physics is a course of study consisting of four units (i.e. Units 
1 and 2 and Units 3 and 4) taught over 2 years; but in this revision and 
exam guide, we will only be focusing on information relating to Units 
3 and 4 of the course. The topics you will be learning about in Units 
3 and 4 are summarised in Table 1.   

1.1.1
Resource: Physics 
General Senior 

Syllabus
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Course structure for QCE Physics Units 3 & 4
   Unit 3   

   Gravity and electromagnetism   
   Unit 4   

   Revolutions in modern physics   

Topic 1: Gravity and motion
Subject matter:
•   Vectors [2 hours]  
•   Projectile motion [4 hours]  
•   Inclined planes [4 hours]  
•   Circular motion [4 hours]  
•   Gravitational force and � elds [4 hours]  
•   Orbits [4 hours]  
Topic 2: Electromagnetism
Subject matter:
•   Electrostatics [7 hours]  
•   Magnetic � elds [7 hours]  
•   Electromagnetic induction [7 hours]  
•   Electromagnetic radiation [2 hours]  

Topic 1: Special relativity
Subject matter:
•   Special relativity [16 hours]  
Topic 2: Quantum theory
Subject matter:
•   Quantum theory [16 hours]  
Topic 3: The Standard Model
Subject matter :  
•   The Standard Model [5 hours]  
•   Particle interactions [8 hours]  

   Table 1  Each unit is developed to a notional (i.e. estimated) time of 55 hours of teaching and learning, including 
assessment. Notional times for each sub-topic are also provided.  

 Modi� ed from  Physics General Senior Syllabus 2019 v1.2
© State of Queensland (QCAA) 2019, licensed under CC BY 4.0    

  UNDERSTANDING THE QCE Physics 
Units 3 & 4 assessment structure  
  You will be expected to complete a total of  four   summative assessments
in QCE Physics Units 3 & 4. Summative assessments are designed to 
evaluate your understanding of the subject matter and compare your 
performance against the understanding of students from across the state.  

  Three of these assessments are  internal  and one is  external , but 
all will contribute to your Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) 
calculation and to your Queensland Certi� cate of Education (QCE).    

  Internal assessments   
•    Schools will develop  three     internal assessments  for QCE 

Physics based on the subject matter described in Units 3 and 4 of 
the syllabus.   

•    The three summative internal assessments will be endorsed (i.e. the 
mark awarded by your teacher will be cross-checked and veri� ed by 
an independent marker) and the results con� rmed by the QCAA.   

•    As shown in Figure 1 (page 6), the three internal assessments will 
contribute  50% to your overall mark .      

  Study tip  

  This revision and 
exam guide is only 
designed to help 
you prepare for the 
Summative external 
assessment, so 
if you need any 
further information 
about any of the 
Summative internal 
assessments in 
QCE Physics 
Units 3 & 4, ask 
your teacher or 
refer to the syllabus.       
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JUST SO YOU KNOW… 
I WAS PLANCKING

BEFORE IT WAS C� L!
SOMETHING TO PONDER 

AS YOU START YOUR 
REVISION...
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Chapter 

2 REVISION
In this chapter, we provide a clear, concise summary of all examinable content from 
QCE Physics Units 3 & 4 to help you revise and prepare for the external assessment. 

Everything has been organised by unit, topic and sub-topic in the General 
Senior Syllabus to help you focus your time and attention where it is needed most.

The revision notes are not designed to replace your teacher or your textbook. 
Instead, they have been designed to help you gauge your level of understanding 
and con� dence of the subject matter before the exam. You can use them to identify 
those topics you know inside out and those that still require some extra attention.

The revision notes are also supported by a bunch of handy features, tips and 
icons designed to help you get the very best result on the day. 

WE’RE ON A QUEST FOR 
YOUR SECOND KNOWLEDGE 

CRYSTAL! DON’T DOUBT
YOURSELF – OF QUARTZ

YOU CAN DO IT!
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Vectors
More detail

on pages 36–41 of 
New Century Physics for 
Queensland Units 3 & 4

Unit 3 Topic 1 – Gravity 
and motion2.1

Subject matter

Before the external assessment, you should be able to:
• use vector analysis to resolve a vector into two perpendicular 

components
• solve vector problems by resolving vectors into components, 

adding or subtracting the components and recombining them to 
determine the resultant vector.

Modi� ed from Physics General Senior Syllabus 2019 v1.2 
© State of Queensland (QCAA) 2019, licensed under CC BY 4.0

KEY CONCEPT
A vector is a quantity that has both magnitude and direction.

KEY CONCEPT
Vectors can be resolved into two perpendicular components.

A vector quantity can be represented graphically by an arrowed line 
segment, or symbolically by a bold typeface or overhead arrow.

Di� erent ways of representing vectors
Arrowed line segment v = 25 m  s      −1 

⎯⎯⟶    
Bold (accent) v = 25 m  s   −1   to the right

Arrow (accent) →v   = 25 m  s   −1   to the right

Tilde (accent) ṽ   = 25 m  s   −1   to the right

Table 1 

Examiner’s tip
You should be 
familiar with 
all methods of 
representing vectors. 
You may answer a 
question with any 
of the above, but 
be familiar with all 
as you do not know 
which one QCAA 
will use in the 
external exam.

Resolving vectors

Defining vectors

Questions 
on pages 124–126

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means.
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In vector resolution, a vector can be broken up into its vertical and 
horizontal components. This is done so the laws of physics can be applied 
to solve complex problems.

uy

u

ux = u cos�

�

uy = u sin�

Figure 1 Vertical and horizontal components of the initial velocity of a projectile

Two or more vector quantities can be combined. When they are 
combined they produce a single resultant vector.

The resolved vector, or resolution, is the resultant vector broken up 
into its components. 

How to solve vector problems by resolving vectors
When you are asked to determine the resultant vector to solve problems 
there are two methods that can be used:
1 The components method: Resolving the vectors into their 

horizontal and vertical components or adding and subtracting the 
components and recombining them to determine the resultant vector.

 Let v1 represent the � rst vector, v2 the second vector and  θ is the angle 
from the horizontal.
Step 1:  Resolve each vector into its vertical component using 

v1y   =  v1   sin θ  and   v2y   =  v2   sin θ .
Step 2:  Resolve each vector into its horizontal component using 

v1x   =  v1   cos θ  and   v2x   =  v2   cos θ .
Step 3:  If resolving two vectors that are in different directions, choose 

which directions will be positive and which will be negative, 
then � nd the net vector in the horizontal and vertical 
directions. For the horizontal direction use     →v x   =    →v 1x   +    →v 2x    and 
for the vertical direction use     →v y   =    →v 1y   +    →v 2y   .

Step 4:  To � nd the magnitude of the resultant vector use Pythagoras’ 
theorem,   vr   =  √

_
vy    

2  +  vx    
2    , where vr is the resultant vector.

Step 5: To � nd the angle from the horizontal (direction) of the 

resultant vector, use θ =  tan   −1
(

opposite_
adjacent

   )    .

2 The sine–cosine rule method: Using the cosine rule and sine rule.

For most questions you will be able to � rst use the cosine rule, 
a2 = b2 + c2 − 2bc cos C , rearranged to solve for a, the missing side. 

Then use the sine rule,  sin A_
a = sin B_

b
= sin C_

c  , along with other 

geometry rules from junior mathematics to � nd the unknown angle.

resultant vector 
the result of two or 
more vectors combined, 
either through vector 
addition or vector 
subtraction

Examiner’s tip
The components 
method is the 
method that is 
most used in 
physics problems 
and what you 
have learnt in 
class, although you 
would have been 
taught the sin–
cosine method in 
mathematics. Either 
can be used to 
solve problems, 
and the QCAA 
will accept either 
method in the 
external exam.
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I have b� n 
informed that 

practice examination 
questions can cause anxiety 

in human adolescents, 
so a� ow me to lighten the 

m� d with a joke:
‘A robot walks into a 
bar. It goes CLANG!’
Enough sentiment. 

Let’s begin...
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I have b� n 
informed that 

practice examination 
questions can cause anxiety 

in human adolescents, 
so a� ow me to lighten the 

m� d with a joke:
‘A robot walks into a 
bar. It goes CLANG!’
Enough sentiment. 

Let’s begin...

              Chapter    

 3  PRACTICE 
QUESTIONS    

      In this chapter, we provide a range of practice questions for all of the examinable 
content from QCE Physics Units 3 & 4. What a surprise… not! Did the title give 
it away?  

  No fancy tricks here, just heaps of questions organised by topic so you can 
move effortlessly between revision and practice as you study. We’ve also grouped 
the multiple choice and short response questions together so you can prepare for 
both papers and build your con� dence.  

Complete this chapter 
to MINE your THIRD 
knowledge crystal! 

you (BIG SHINY) rock!
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  Vectors   
  Multiple choice questions     

      QUESTION 1  

  A velocity vector is shown in the diagram below.  

X

         Which one of the following diagrams correctly represents the vertical and 
horizontal components of vector X?  

(A) (B) (C) (D)

         QUESTION 2  

  A force vector has a magnitude of 44 N and is directed 22° above the 
horizontal and towards the left. Which one of the following diagrams 
correctly represents the vertical and horizontal components of the vector?   

  Unit 3 Topic 1 – Gravity and 
motion            3.1  

  Answers 
on page 274  

(A) (B) (C) (D)

         QUESTION 3  

  Two force vectors P and Q act on object X as shown in the diagram 
below.   

X
Q

P

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means.
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         Which one of the following diagrams correctly shows the addition of the 
forces and the resultant force on object X?  

(B)(A) (D)(C)

         QUESTION 4  

  The diagram below shows two forces acting upon an object. This 
diagram is not to scale.  

25 N
15 N

30°20°

         Select which of the following correctly shows the resultant force acting 
upon the object.  

(A) (C) (D)(B)

67°

36 N

13°

36 N

13°
19 N

19 N

67°

         QUESTION 5  

  Two velocity vectors are shown in the diagram below.  

B

A

25 m s–1

25 m s–1

         Which one of the following diagrams correctly shows the subtraction of 
vector A from vector B?  

(A) (B) (C) (D)
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  Short response questions   

      QUESTION 15 (2 marks)  

  A football player kicks a ball with an initial velocity of 25 m s –1  at an 
angle of    55   °    above the horizontal. Determine the vertical and horizontal 
components of the ball’s initial velocity  Express your answers to 1 
decimal place.  

my mark

/2

  QUESTION 16 (3 marks)  

  Object A has an initial horizontal velocity of 4 m s –1 .  

         Calculate the angle at which Object B needs to be projected if it has 
an initial speed of 17 m s –1 , but the same initial horizontal velocity as 
Object A. Show your working.   

my mark

/3

  Angle =   ° (to the nearest degree)   

© State of Queensland (QCAA) Sample assessment 2020, Physics Paper 1 Question 27 

  Answers 
on pages 277–281  
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  QUESTION 17 (3 marks)  

  A projectile has an initial velocity of 12 m s –1  at an angle of 35° above the 
horizontal.  

  Calculate the vertical component of the projectile’s initial velocity. Show 
your working.   

my mark

/3

  Velocity =    m s –1  (to 1 decimal place)

   © State of Queensland (QCAA) Sample assessment 2020, Physics Paper 1 Question 22 

  QUESTION 18 (3 marks)  

  A helicopter is travelling horizontally at a velocity of 110 m s –1  and a 
height of 75.0 metres above point Q on the horizontal ground when it 
releases a package.  

110 m s–1

75.0 m

Q

          a)      Determine how long it will take the package to reach 
the ground. Express your answer to 2 decimal places. [1 mark]

my mark

/1

  b)      Calculate how far from Q the package will land. 
Express your answer to the nearest whole number. [1 mark]

my mark

/1
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  May the ma�  x 
a� eleration be 
with you as you 
complete these 
practice exams!  
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          Chapter    

 4  Official past 
papers   

          In this chapter, things get serious! It’s now time for you to put your revision and 
practice to the test – literally – by completing the of� cial QCE Physics External 
assessment from 2020!  

  We recommend you:   
•    don’t look at this chapter until you’ve � nished with your revision and 

completed all of the practice questions in Chapter 3.    
•    complete these papers under exam conditions (i.e. follow the instructions 

regarding perusal time and working time; don’t refer to any notes or other 
materials that will not be allowed during the real exams)   

•    refer to the answers in Chapter 5 and use the marking advice to self-assess 
your responses once you’ve � nished.    
  Remember… these are the QCE Physics papers from 2020, so – if you 

complete them under exam conditions – they are arguably the best indicator of 
how well you’re likely to perform on the day! Good luck!          how well you’re likely to perform on the day! Good luck!          

SHINE ON!
Ace these practice 
exams to bag your 
fourth knowledge 

crystal!  
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  External assessment 2020 
Physics 
Paper 1  

  4.1  

 Answers 
on pages 327–333 

 © State of Queensland (QCAA) External assessment 2020, Physics Paper 1 

 For more information visit: https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/copyright   

  Section 1 (20 marks)  

  QUESTION 1  

  Which of the diagrams correctly represents the forces acting on an object 
resting on an inclined plane?   

    (A)          (B)    

    (C)          (D)    
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  QUESTION 2  

  The de� nition of  average speed  is the rate of change of   

   (A)      velocity.   
  (B)      distance.   
  (C)      acceleration.   
  (D)      displacement.    

  QUESTION 3  

  The diagram shows two vectors.  

  Calculate the magnitude of the resultant vector when Vector A is 
added to Vector B.   
   (A)      15 km   
  (B)      16.5 km   
  (C)      21 km   
  (D)      108 km    

  QUESTION 4  

  The diagram shows a current-carrying loop moving from one magnetic 
� eld to another magnetic � eld in 0.600 seconds.   
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FINA� Y... TIME TO CHECK 
YOUR ANSWERS!

WHATEVER HA� ENS, K� P 
CALM AND BARYON!

LIKE MY INVENTOR ALWAYS 
SAYS, IF AT FIRST YOU 

DON'T SU� � D... CA�  IT 
VERSION 1.0!
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FINA� Y... TIME TO CHECK 
YOUR ANSWERS!

WHATEVER HA� ENS, K� P 
CALM AND BARYON!

LIKE MY INVENTOR ALWAYS 
SAYS, IF AT FIRST YOU 

DON'T SU� � D... CA�  IT 
VERSION 1.0!

            Chapter    

 5  Answers    
  OMG, another cliffhanger… what on Earth could be in this chapter I wonder? 
You guessed it; in this chapter we provide the answers to absolutely everything! 
Sounds simple, I know, but to get the most out of this chapter, don’t just cast an 
eye over the answers provided and move on.   

  If you really want to increase your chances of excelling on the exam, we 
recommend you look carefully over each of your answers in Chapters 3 and 4 
and compare them with the answers in this chapter. Use the ‘My mark’ box under 
each short response question to self-assess your own answers. This will help you 
get into the habit of structuring your responses in order to receive maximum 
marks and show you what the exam marker will be looking for.      

 Notice to students  
 The answers and marking advice in this chapter are provided for practice 
purposes only. Unless speci� cally credited, the QCAA has not written this 
material and does not endorse the content.  

 The answers and marking advice in this chapter are provided for practice 
purposes only. Unless speci� cally credited, the QCAA has not written this 

A knowledge crystal is 
just a piece of coal that 
handled pre� ure rea� y 

we� ! Complete this chapter 
to mine your final one! 

You’ve got this!  
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 UNIT 3 TOPIC 1 –  Gravity and motion     5.1 

Vectors   
 Multiple choice answers  

  Question    Correct 
answer  

  Explanation  

QUESTION 1    B     When placed head to tail, the vectors in (B) result in the X vector. 
The other options, when placed head to tail, do not.  

QUESTION 2    B     When placed head to tail, the vectors in (B) result in the resultant 
vector of   44° N   at   22°   to the horizontal. The other options, when 
placed head to tail, do not.  

QUESTION 3    D     (D) shows vectors being placed head to tail and the resultant from 
the tail of the � rst to the head of the second is correctly drawn. The 
others do not.  

QUESTION 4    D   

A

c

B

C

15

30o

30o

20o

25

b

a

c2 =  a2  +  b2  − 2ab cos  C
  =  15   2  +  25   2  − 2 × 15 × 25 cos 50°   

c = 19 N
      

sin A_
15  =   sin 50°_

19  

A = 37°   
angle to horizontal = 37° + 30°

= 67°

      

QUESTION 5    D   →
B   −   

→
A   =   

→
B   + (−   

→
A  )   so reverse the direction of vector A and add it to 

vector B. This gives a resultant like option D.  

D B 25 m s–1

25 m s–1

–A
B – A or

(B + –A)

• 1 mark for each correct multiple choice question
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Chapter 5 | Answers

Short response answers   

   QUESTION 6 (2 marks)  
FH = 46 × cos 25°

  
= 42 N  to the right

  
FV = 46 × sin 25°

  

= 19 N

      

• 1 mark    for resolving the force into its 
horizontal component.   

• 1 mark    for resolving the force into its vertical 
component.    

   QUESTION 7 (8 marks)  

C

a

c

b

A

36.6o

20o

40o

20o

horizontal

500 N

300 N

B

  Using the cosine rule:  
c2 =  a2  +  b2  − 2ab cos C

  
=  300   2  +  500   2  − 2 × 300 × 500 cos  (20 + 40 )°

    = 340 000 − 150 000  
= 190 000

c = 435.9 N (436 N to the nearest whole number)

  Using the sine rule:    
sin A_

a =  sin C_
c

  
sin A_
300  =  sin 60°_

435.9
  
  

∠A = 36.6°
  

Angle = 20° + 36.6°

  

= 56.6° to the horizontal
  Direction:  
    56.6°  to horizontal up the page to the left    
  Or   56.6°  above x-axis directed to the left     
 The angle of acceleration will be in the same 
direction as the resultant force: 56.6° to the 
horizontal up the page to the left.    
• 1 mark   for drawing initial vectors added head 

to tail.     
• 1 mark   for drawing resultant vector.     
• 1 mark   for indicating direction of 

resultant vector.     
• 1 mark  for cosine transposition.    
• 1 mark   for accurately calculating the 

resultant force.    
• 1 mark   for transposing into sine 

formula correctly.   
•   1 mark for determining � nal angle.    
• 1 mark   for accurately stating direction and 

magnitude of resultant force.    
Assign marks similarly if using the vector 
decomposition method.

 Projectile motion   
 Multiple choice answers  

   Question      Correct 
answer   

   Explanation   

QUESTION 1    A     It must start with a high upward speed that decreases to zero at the 
top of � ight and then increases in speed during downward motion. 
The other options are only partly correct.  

QUESTION 2    C     uy = 60 sin 30° = 30
  

ux = 60 cos 30° = 52
  Only option (C) has this correctly. Option (D) has them the wrong 
way around. Options (A) and (B) have used 60 as the angle and 30 
as the speed.  

QUESTION 3    B     The time of fall is independent of mass as shown by the vertical 

motion formula:    sy   =  uy t +  1_2g  t2 .   It is only dependent on the vertical 

displacement. As the time of � ight for both balls is therefore equal, 
they will have the same horizontal range as they have the same 
horizontal velocity. Thus, the range ratio is 1.  
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YOU’VE REACHED THE 
PART OF THE B� K MOST 
LIKELY TO BE USELE�  OR 
BURST… THE A� ENDIX!
LUCKY FOR YOU, THIS 
A� ENDIX CONTAINS 

THE DATA AND FORMULAS 
YOU'�  N� D TO ACE 

THOSE EXAMS!
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 PHYSICS

FORMULA AND DATA BOOK     
      The QCAA has developed a formula sheet that will be provided for you to use 
during both examination papers. It provides a selection of useful formulas for you 
to refer to during the exam.

We wanted you to have everything you need in one spot so that you can study 
effectively with this book whenever and wherever you are – on the bus, in the 
bath… anywhere! For that reason we’ve included the formula and data booklet 
here too.

Shucks, that’s what buddies are for!           

              APPENDIX   
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        Physics 2019 v1.2 Formula and data booklet, © State of Queensland (QCAA) 2019, 
licensed under CC BY 4.0 
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